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“I’ve been playing the original Z 

for a long time, but after a busy 

day of playing the new 8310Z, I 

was amazed. It speaks easily with 

little effort and fills the room with 

sound. Thanks, Yamaha—a 

wonderful step forward!” 

B O B B Y  S H E W

J A Z Z  L E G E N D

THE LEGEND CONTINUES
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1988-THE START TODAY
The first Bobby Shew Model was released back in 1991. 

The idea was to create one super efficient instrument which 

could scream out a powerful lead, or play soft, mellow 

ballads. It resulted in a legendary model the YTR-6310Z 

Why change this successful Trumpet model ? Because 

Yamaha strives to be better every day, developing and 

searching for small changes that improve instruments. In 

2004 the YTR-8310Z was born – better than anyone could 

have expected. But development never stops and the next 

generation is here.
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THE CONCEPT

Balanced playing resistance, brilliant 

tone and a solid tonal core for all types of 

jazz. 

The revised Yamaha Custom Z model 

introduces the latest Yamaha structural 

technology and other features refined 

through countless evaluations by Bobby 

Shew and the Yamaha R&D team.
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The one-piece yellow brass 127mm bell has a flare that gets

thinner towards the end. The more advanced French bead

technique results in a flat-dome rim shape that enhances

feedback to the performer

FRENCH BEAD BELL

The main tuning slide has a large bore, while all other slides 

and pistons have a medium bore.

STEP-BORE CONCEPT

SPECIFICATIONS
Maintaining many of the design features that made the 

original Custom Z trumpet so unique

The water key features a rubber that is 

designed to allow smooth breath flow, 

reducing resistance and improving 

high-note playability

WATER KEY RUBBER
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NEW SPECIFICATIONS

Increased weight and playing resistance produce a

more powerful tone

The first part of the lead-pipe has a slightly smaller opening

for improved resistance and response.

NEW LEAD-PIPE TAPER

TWO-PIECE VALVE CASING

Thinner and lighter shape.

NEW CASING BRACE 

Lighter weight which helps to have a quicker response.

NEW PISTON STEMS
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NEW SPECIFICATIONS

Soldered stopper ring and a longer 3rd tuning slide stopper screw.

NEW 3RD SLIDE STOPPER AND RING

Most important change was modify all caps and buttons to yellow

brass which has a big influence over the sound making it more

vibrant and offering more overtones. As a result, heavy type

shapes were selected as counterbalance.

The synthetic valve pads offer the best possible valve alignment.

CAPS, BUTTONS AND PADS
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I TA L I A N  T R U M P E T  P L AY E R

T E A C H E R  AT  C O N S E R VAT O RY  

“I’m sorry but this trumpet is really much better 

than my one. Easier attack, marvellous 

pronunciation; the sound is colourful and so easy 

to be modified by me. Outstanding intonation.”
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PRICES 

AVAILABILITY 
FROM OCTOBER 2019 

SRP exc. VAT EURO GBP SEK NOK DKK SFr zł

YTR-9335CHS 4180 € £3678 41,591 Kr 40,128 Kr 31,087 Kr 4849 SFr 17,694 zł

YTR-9445CHS 4260 € £3749 42,387 Kr 40,896 Kr 31,682 Kr 4942 SFr 18,033 zł

YTR-9335NYS 4180 € £3678 41,591 Kr 40,128 Kr 31,087 Kr 4849 SFr 17,694 zł

YTR-9445NYS 4260 € £3749 42,387 Kr 40,896 Kr 31,682 Kr 4942 SFr 18,033 zł

YTR-9445NYSYM 4260 € £3749 42,387 Kr 40,896 Kr 31,682 Kr 4942 SFr 18,033 zł


